
Legacy Data Conversions and Migration Services
Streamline Access to Historical Data so You Can Decommission 
Legacy Systems

Complete project management for your migrations.

Data Preservation 
and Migration

Often during a migration, healthcare systems are challenged to decommission a legacy system and 
create streamlined access to historical PHI. The good news is you don’t have to go it alone! Forward 
Advantage can expertly handle your MEDITECH 6.0, 6.15 or MEDITECH Expanse migration.

 
Interested in retaining information from other systems and EMRs? 
Contact us to discuss the project and how we can work together.



Forward Advantage knows just how important your data is. As a MEDITECH-preferred partner, our experts have completed 
more than 150 migrations and have extensive experience decommissioning a wide range of legacy systems. We use a unique 
approach that minimizes time and effort, while also minimizing cost and errors. 

We will break down the overall project into manageable tasks and work as an extension of your staff to ensure your success, 
working closely with MEDITECH along the way.

The Solution
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Decommission Your Legacy Systems
We’re experts at migrating your information so you can decommission legacy systems.

Contact a Forward Advantage representative at sales@forwardadvantage.com or 877.636.7927 
to discuss how our Data Preservation and Migration Services can work for your organization!

With our proprietary toolset and Historical Archive 
Viewer solution, we make it possible for you to easily 
access and view important documents after your 
system has been decommissioned. 

Complete project management with Forward Advantage handling data analysis, conversion setup & installation, 
testing and post go-live cleanup so your team can focus on other tasks

Streamlined migration with our proprietary conversion process

Unique approach reduces cost and complications by converting data to documents before migration

Experts in migrating from other third-party vendors

Specialists in migrating scanned images and documents

Preferred-MEDITECH partner for MEDITECH 6.0, 6.1 and MEDITECH Expanse migrations

We can help reduce your need to keep multiple systems operational

Why Forward Advantage?

DATA MIGRATION


